
Graphic Communication
Welcome



Find somebody who..

1. Has a brother and a sister……..
2. Has raised money for charity…..
3. Has a pet snake……
4. Is doing Art and Photography at Onslow....
5. Has an allergy…..
6. Has an interesting fact…

• Write down their name next to each question.
• Only use each name once.

STARTER

To be able to understand course expectations and assessment grid criteria.
To be able to understand the main elements of the project theme, AO1.
To be able to take primary photos from a range of angles and begin media studies, exploring pencil.  AO2/3.
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Additional guidance 

Drawing
Drawing is an essential skill for studying art and design at GCE and degree level. It forms a 
core element of the practice of artists, craftspeople and designers. It can take many forms; 
at its simplest and most direct it consists of marks of pencil or pen on paper, though it can 
employ any media and be applied in two and three dimensions or time-based media. 
Drawing in the context of this qualification is taken to mean the following: recording the 
observed world, using mark-making in appropriate media; exploring ideas visually, through 
the act of mark-making; investigating, through the exploration of drawing media to find 
new ways of expressing ideas, feelings or observations; experimenting with various tools, 
materials and techniques. Further details are given in the following sections. 

Annotation 
Notes can be used to annotate visual work, to reflect on students’ own work and that of 
others, as a development log and to record notes on experiments, ideas or visits. Students 
should aim to use specialist terminology and vocabulary relevant to art and design in their 
annotations. 

Personal study 
The personal study, which is an assessed element of Component 1, is a separate piece of 
writing which must comprise a minimum of 1000 words of continuous prose. Further 
details are outlined in the section on Component 1,



Critical and contextual knowledge and understanding 
Along with written annotation, an important aspect of student progression in art and design is the application of critical 
and contextual knowledge and understanding, and an ability to express and justify ideas. Developments of these aspects 
are integrated within practical work, written annotation and the spoken word. They may be honed, for example, through 
practical visual analysis; by using the spoken word in a critique, a discussion or an interview; through investigation of 
some aspect of art and design, e.g. from a museum, gallery or site visit. Students should develop a critical understanding 
of their own work and appreciate it in relation to historical and contemporary contexts. In the broadest sense, this may be 
through looking at art, craft and design in galleries and museums, through various media, in the designed world and in 
understanding how art and design relates to everything around them. Students should consider the impact of global 
influences, cultures and traditions both past and present, particularly those that are influential in relation to technique, 
colour, symbolism, ritual, social climate and location. Environmental and social issues have long been a source of work 
and debate for artists and designers, with issues such as poverty, sustainability, consumption and political movements 
stimulating points of creative investigation.

Digital and non-digital media 
While digital media offers new possibilities for making art and design, many of the underlying principles are common to 
non-digital media. Formal elements apply in the same way, although there are fundamental differences between screen-
based and print-based images, such as the potential for different forms of interaction. Many types of digital media are 
relatively new, while others extend the functions of non-digital media. They are subject to continual change in techniques 
and processes both in their own right and in the way they interact with non-digital media. Digital media can function as a 
tool, a process, a method of dissemination and a means of interaction with any audience. Students can work entirely in 
digital media or entirely in non-digital media, or in any combination of the two, provided the Assessment Objectives are 
addressed. Further guidance on how digital and non-digital media may be applied is given in the title sections. 



Art and Design (Graphic Communication) (9GC0): 
Introduction

Graphic communication conveys information and ideas 
through visual means. The critical element for a graphic 
designer is the effective communication of a message or 
idea through the organisation of images and words. The 
scope of graphic communication has been extended 
through the growth of design applications in the home 
and in public and through the development of the 
internet. Graphic designers need to understand user 
and audience needs and how these groups respond to 
various forms of visual communication; as well as how 
changes to working practices lead to new forms of 
communication and presentation
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Content and Course Structure

Disciplines within graphic communication 

For the purposes of this qualification, graphic communication is 
sub-divided into the following four disciplines: 

● advertising 
● illustration 
● branding 
● information design. 

Students will be required to work in one or more of the 
disciplines to communicate their ideas. By working across 
disciplines, they will extend their understanding of the scope of 
graphic communication; by focusing on one discipline, they will 
gain a deeper understanding of specific processes within graphic 
communication.



Drawing and other materials processes 

Drawing in the context of graphic communication forms an 
essential part of the development process from initial idea to 
finished product; from rough sketches to diagrams setting 
out designs, including digital drawings. Students should use a 
variety of tools and materials, as appropriate, for recording 
their surroundings and source materials. Students must be 
alert to the possibilities offered by a range of materials, 
techniques and processes within graphic communication and 
of the important role of signs and symbols. They must be 
able to balance aesthetic and commercial considerations 
when producing graphic solutions to defined problems. 

As well as developing skills in their use, students should 
become aware of and be able to judge when it is appropriate 
to use traditional or computer-based methods within graphic 
communication processes, for example in developing roughs, 
layouts and mock-ups of potential design solutions, in 
recording and developing ideas and for final designs and 
presentation. Sometimes ideas or feelings need to be 
recorded and developed rapidly; the keys to rapid execution 
are familiarity with and availability of materials. Students 
should consider the application and implications of new and 
emerging technologies that can be used in conjunction with 
traditional and digital graphic communication materials.
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Contextual understanding and professional practice 
Contexts for graphic communication can be found in a wide range of 
sources; for example, from historical collections and museums, 
contemporary graphic communication shows and fairs, the local 
environment of signage, advertising and branding, films, architecture, 
music, literature and nature. Students should consider the issues, 
opportunities and constraints involved in image and content copyright. 
They should be aware of the circumstances and conditions in which it 
is acceptable to incorporate images and design concepts originated by 
others, and of the appropriate steps to take to ensure permission to 
reproduce their own work is suitably managed.

Students are required to develop the knowledge, skills and 
understanding. When undertaking work in graphic communication, 
students should also engage with: 
● how audiences may respond to the use of words, images and how the formal 
elements evoke responses in the viewer 
● the basic typographical and layout requirements for digital and print-based 
products 
● sustainable materials and production processes in the construction of work 
● the potential of collaborative working methodologies in the creative process.
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Advertising 
Students will develop integrated knowledge, skills and understanding of the following: 

● how graphic communication is used to convey information, arouse interest, tell stories, create brand recognition, 
sell a product or service, promote brand loyalty 

● the role of graphic communication within marketing strategies, promotional campaigns, corporate identity 
design, logo design 

● design briefs, clients, audiences, web-based and digital advertising, use of social media 

● the use of images and typography in advertising, such as photography, animation and video. 

Illustration 
Students will develop integrated knowledge, skills and understanding of the following: 

● the relationships between illustration and narrative

● illustration briefs, clients and audiences 

● thumbnails, sketches, dissections, plans and elevations

● the use of digital technology such as photo-editing and vector-based software alongside and in combination with 
traditional wet and dry working processes 

● illustration for a variety of purposes, such as book, magazine, advertising, covers, web-based, interactive 

● infographics as a way of communicating data through imaginative charts and diagrams.



Branding 

Students will develop integrated knowledge, skills and understanding of the following: 

● how packaging is determined by its contents 

● marketing briefs, clients and audiences, brand identity, brand loyalty 

● making suitable production drawings, which may include computer-generated ideas and developments 

● surface images, illustration decoration or pattern for packaging

● development and construction of three-dimensional prototypes, considering production materials, recyclable design, using sustainable or renewable materials

● planning and developing procedures for reproduction and manufacture 

● specifying sustainable materials and production processes that are suitable for recycling and/or reuse

● the legal requirements for information that must be included on certain types of packaging, and for barcoding and tracking. 

Information design 

Students will develop integrated knowledge, skills and understanding of the following: 

● letter forms, font types, serif and sans serif fonts, leading, paragraph indents, hanging indents, justification, alignment, headings, kerning and sub-headings 

● typographical requirements for digital and print-based products, such as magazine design, newspaper design, web page design, leaflet and poster design 

● the appropriate use of templates, page layout, style sheets, image manipulation, compression, workflow and file types

● 3d digital graphic techniques, such as modelling objects, rotation, lathing, extruding, linking, creating and applying textures and lighting effects 

● moving image/time-based digital graphic techniques, such as storyboarding, sound, animation, colour consistency 

● the appropriate use and combination of words, visual 2D and 3D representations, time and desired user behaviours and responses 

● interface design, such as the use of symbols and words to aid and enhance navigation, principles of control panel display, use of navigational structures and levels

● a variety of presentation formats for different audiences, such as web-based, projection, touch-screen, mobile phones, DVD, downloadable content. 



For all titles, students are required to develop practical and 
theoretical knowledge and understanding of:

For all titles, students are required to develop practical 
and theoretical knowledge and understanding of:

• ● relevant materials, processes, technologies and 
resources

• ● how ideas, feelings and meanings can be 
conveyed and interpreted in images and artefacts

• ● how images and artefacts relate to the time and 
place in which they were made

• and to their social and cultural contexts

• ● continuity and change in different genres, styles 
and traditions

• ● a working vocabulary and specialist terminology.

For all titles, students are required to develop the skills to:

• ● record experiences and observations in a variety of ways 
using drawing or other appropriate visual forms; undertake 
research; gather, select and organise visual and other 
appropriate information

• ● explore relevant resources; analyse, discuss and evaluate 
images, objects and artefacts; make and record independent 
judgements

• ● use knowledge and understanding of the work of others to 
develop and extend thinking and inform own work

• ● generate and explore potential lines of enquiry using 
appropriate media and

• techniques

• ● apply knowledge and understanding in making images and 
artefacts; review and modify work; plan and develop ideas in 
the light of their own and others’ evaluations

• ● organise, select and communicate ideas, solutions and 
responses, and present them in a range of visual, tactile and/or 
sensory forms.
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Developing students’ knowledge, skills and understanding in art and design

• Students need opportunities to generate ideas and research from primary 
and contextual sources, record their findings, experiment with media and 
processes, and develop and refine their ideas towards producing 
outcome(s). It is essential that students review their progress at 
appropriate points in the development of their work.  Each component 
aims to develop students’ ability to generate and develop ideas for their 
practical work and to build contextual understanding, from either a self 
selected or teacher–negotiated focus. Students will be required to:

• ● develop ideas through sustained and focused investigations informed 
by contextual and other sources, demonstrating analytical and critical 
understanding

• ● explore and select appropriate resources, media, materials, techniques 
and processes, reviewing and refining ideas as work develops

• ● record ideas, observations and insights relevant to intentions, reflecting 
critically on work and progress

• ● present a personal and meaningful response that realises intentions 
and, where appropriate, makes connections between visual and other 
elements .

For all titles, students should also:

● understand how ideas generate starting points for art and 
design practice and form an integral part of the creative 
process

● understand how images and artefacts relate to ethical and 
political contexts

● undertake sustained development and refinement of ideas

● develop their visual language to communicate ideas

● demonstrate skilful use of the formal elements, including 
line, tone, colour, shape, pattern, texture, form and structure

● record evidence of their progress, in an on–going critical 
and analytical review

● respond to a theme, stimulus or ideas

● make connections between their investigations and creative 
intentions

● realise intentions

● produce and present outcome(s).

Continued: For all titles, students are required to develop practical and theoretical knowledge and 
understanding of:
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Exam board: Pearson Edexcel 
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Assessment Objectives and weightings 

All student work will be assessed against the following Assessment Objectives

Assessment Objectives are equally weighted in this qualification. 
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The Journal Project
Supporting studies

2023



LESSON 
OUTCOMES

To explore ideas and be inspired.
To keep a collection of evidence to support your thinking process.

Examples



A5 Journal / Squirrel book
Jose Naranja turns ordinary note books into highly detailed works of art.  
The artist uses media from watercolours to pencil, includes writing and 
collected materials like stamps and tickets, and elements of photography.

You should buy or make your own small A5 size journal to use to collect 
materials, make notes of sketch interesting things as you go through your 
art course.  Start this summer and bring in for September.

Your A5 sketch book may include
• Drawings
• Any media: paint, pen, print, pencil..
• Collected papers from e.g magazines
• Lists of names of artists work you like
• Train tickets 
• Stamps
• Photos
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Examples

LESSON 
OUTCOMES

To explore a range of materials to create interesting backgrounds.
To create a still life observational drawing.

Ideas of things to include:
1. Secondary images e.g animals, flowers, logos.
2. Primary photos you take of interesting things
3. Artists’ work that inspires you
4. Information from art trips taken
5. Sketches of any of the above
6. First hand observation drawings



Journal ideas

Be creative:

• Back ground e.g paint or coffee

• Sensory – create texture

• Sound, smell, touch, feel

• Blind folded drawing

• Ink / paint drip

• Draw with a found stick

• Brown Paper paper

• Collage photos 

• Pen, pencil, fine liner

Stretch and Challenge

• Use more than one media per page

• Use analytical annotation and key words

• Use words to build your visual story

• Include quotes and facts that connect to 

your ideas or journey

• Create one detailed page every week

• Focus on skill and detailed drawings

• Use drawing techniques: cross hatching, 

continuous line, pointillism

LESSON 
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To explore a range of materials to create interesting backgrounds.
To create a still life observational drawing.



Extra ideas:

• Paint with coffee

• Collage

• Paint on different surfaces, e.g

sand paper, card

• Write poems

• Add quotes

• Write stories

• Record thoughts

LESSON 
OUTCOMES

To explore a range of materials to create interesting backgrounds.
To create a still life observational drawing.



Holiday Assignment



Now look at 
exemplar work 

- take a tour


